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Good afternoon. My name is Grant Cowles and I am the Senior Policy and Advocacy Associate 

for Youth Justice at Citizens’ Committee for Children of New York (CCC). CCC is an 

independent, multi-issue child advocacy organization dedicated to ensuring that every New York 

child is healthy, housed, educated, and safe.  

 

I would like to thank City Council Education Committee Chair Dromm and all the members of 

the City Council Education Committee for holding today’s hearing on diversity in New York 

City’s schools. CCC appreciates the City Council’s interest in ensuring that all New York City 

children, regardless of their race, ethnicity, gender, or neighborhood in which they live, deserve a 

high quality education.   

 

We believe that segregated schools do not provide equitable opportunities for students, and we 

thus greatly appreciate the City Council holding this hearing to better understand the current state 

of diversity in the City’s public school system. We also appreciate the efforts the Administration 

has taken to date to take some steps towards diversity in some neighborhoods and schools.  Most 

importantly we thank the Council and the Administration for opening the door to having very 

important, and sometimes very difficult, conversations about how deeply segregated New York 

City’s schools still are. Today’s hearing will surely further this conversation and we look 

forward to continuing to partner with the Council, the Administration, parents, students, 

community members and other advocates to continue to move the needle on diversity in schools. 

 

A) Diversity in Schools is Important 

 

1) Benefits for Children Attending Diverse Schools 

Attending a diverse school has been proven to have profound benefits for the educational 

environment and student learning. National research continues to show that diversity improves 

academic achievement. The following are some of the research-based findings that come with 

diverse classrooms and schools1: 

 

• Higher achievement in math, science, language, and reading. 

• Higher achievement for students in all grade levels, but especially higher in middle and 

high school. 

• No evidence of harmful or deleterious outcomes for any demographic, any age, or any 

subject area. 

• Post-secondary benefits, including higher likelihood to graduate high school, enter and 

graduate from college, enter a STEM field, have higher occupational and income 

attainment, and possess workplace readiness and interpersonal skills. 

• Intergenerational benefits for individuals who attended non-segregated schools whose 

children and grandchildren have better outcomes, even after controlling for the schooling 

environment for those children and grandchildren.  

• Many non-academic benefits, including: 

o Enhanced capacity for navigating multicultural settings; 

                                                      
1 See Mickelson, Roslyn Arlin. Research Brief - School Integration and K-12 Outcomes: An Updated Quick 

Synthesis of the Social Science Evidence. The National Coalition on School Diversity. Brief No. 5, October 2016. 

Available at http://www.school-diversity.org/pdf/DiversityResearchBriefNo5.pdf. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 

(Collecting and summarizing the research on diversity in education.) 

http://www.school-diversity.org/pdf/DiversityResearchBriefNo5.pdf
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o Better health and wellness; 

o And less juvenile and adult involvement with justice systems. 

 

2) Diversity in schools particularly helps address the achievement gap for low-income Black 

and Latino students. 

One of the key objectives for educators is to provide supportive environments in which students 

are able to learn basic education skills in reading and math, regardless of race or ethnicity. In 

schools across the country however, including New York City, Black and Latino students have 

not scored as high in reading and math compared to other students, creating what is commonly 

referred to as the achievement gap.2 The achievement gap has been shown to be notoriously 

persistent, even with many positive initiatives that raise scores but still do not close this gap, 

leaving Black and Latino students still scoring lower than their peers.3 On New York City’s 

latest 3rd through 8th grade proficiency scores, the overall rate increased from the prior year by 

2.6 points for English and 1.3 points for math, but there was still a wide gap by race, with 28.9% 

of Black students and 29.7% of Hispanic students proficient in English compared with 61% for 

Asian and White students, and 20.7% of black and 25.3% of Hispanic students proficient in math 

compared to 67.8% for Asian and 59% for white students.4  

 

Addressing segregation is one of the few demonstrated methods that addresses the achievement 

gap.5 Historically, the peak years of school desegregation in the 1970s and 1980s corresponded 

with the gap closing much more rapidly than in the decades that followed when desegregation 

policies were dismantled across the country.6 Modern research shows that racially diverse 

schools lead to higher academic outcomes for all students, but its positive impact is greater for 

students who come from low-income backgrounds and for Black and Latino students.7 The 

achievement gap has been found to be smaller for Black and Latino students in non-segregated 

                                                      
2 Camera, Lauren. “Achievement Gap Between White and Black Students Still Gaping.” U.S. News (website). Jan. 

13, 2016. Available at https://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/data-mine/2016/01/13/achievement-gap-between-white-

and-black-students-still-gaping. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
3 Hanushek, Eric A. “What Matters for Student Achievement.” Updating Coleman on the Influence of Families and 

Schools. Education Next (website). Vol. 16, No. 2, Spring 2016. Available at http://educationnext.org/what-matters-

for-student-achievement/. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
4 Zimmer, Amy. “Students’ Scores on State Tests Inch Up, but Racial Gap Remains Wide.” DNA Info (website). 

Aug. 23, 2017. Available at https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20170823/civic-center/state-english-math-exams-

scores-opt-out. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
5 “8 Ways to Close the Achievement Gap.” Hanover Research. Available at 

http://www.hanoverresearch.com/2016/04/29/k-12-closing-the-achievement-gap/. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 

School Composition and the Black-White Achievement Gap. National Assessment of Educational Progress, National 

Center for Education Statistics. June 2015. Available at  

https://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/subject/studies/pdf/school_composition_and_the_bw_achievement_gap_2015.

pdf. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. “Strategies for Closing the Achievement Gaps.” National Education Association 

(website). Available at http://www.nea.org/home/13550.htm. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
6 Orfield, Gary. Schools More Separate: consequences of a decade of resegregation. The Civil Right Project, 

Harvard University. July, 2001. Available at https://www.civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-

education/integration-and-diversity/schools-more-separate-consequences-of-a-decade-of-resegregation/orfield-

schools-more-separate-2001.pdf. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
7 Mickelson, Roslyn Arlin. Research Brief - School Integration and K-12 Outcomes: An Updated Quick Synthesis of 

the Social Science Evidence. The National Coalition on School Diversity. Brief No. 5, October 2016. Available at 

http://www.school-diversity.org/pdf/DiversityResearchBriefNo5.pdf. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. (Collecting and 

summarizing the research on diversity in education.)  

https://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/data-mine/2016/01/13/achievement-gap-between-white-and-black-students-still-gaping
https://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/data-mine/2016/01/13/achievement-gap-between-white-and-black-students-still-gaping
http://educationnext.org/what-matters-for-student-achievement/
http://educationnext.org/what-matters-for-student-achievement/
https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20170823/civic-center/state-english-math-exams-scores-opt-out
https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20170823/civic-center/state-english-math-exams-scores-opt-out
http://www.hanoverresearch.com/2016/04/29/k-12-closing-the-achievement-gap/
https://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/subject/studies/pdf/school_composition_and_the_bw_achievement_gap_2015.pdf
https://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/subject/studies/pdf/school_composition_and_the_bw_achievement_gap_2015.pdf
http://www.nea.org/home/13550.htm
https://www.civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-education/integration-and-diversity/schools-more-separate-consequences-of-a-decade-of-resegregation/orfield-schools-more-separate-2001.pdf
https://www.civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-education/integration-and-diversity/schools-more-separate-consequences-of-a-decade-of-resegregation/orfield-schools-more-separate-2001.pdf
https://www.civilrightsproject.ucla.edu/research/k-12-education/integration-and-diversity/schools-more-separate-consequences-of-a-decade-of-resegregation/orfield-schools-more-separate-2001.pdf
http://www.school-diversity.org/pdf/DiversityResearchBriefNo5.pdf
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schools.8 National research has also shown that the achievement gap on SAT tests correlate with 

segregation levels, and one study showed that changing from complete segregation to complete 

integration in a district could reduce the SAT achievement gap by as much as one quarter of the 

disparity.9 The de Blasio administration has admirably set equity for students and closing the 

achievement gap as one of the priorities of the education system.10 

 

3) Diversity in schools reduces racial bias among all students. 

School diversity, starting in the preschool years, has also been shown to promote tolerance, 

appreciation, and positive attitudes towards diversity. Research has shown that racially diverse 

schools lead to the following specific outcomes11: 

o Reduction in individual levels of racial and ethnic prejudice; 

o Break in intergenerational perpetuation of stereotypes and fears of the “other”; 

o Increase in cross-racial trust and friendships among youths and adults; 

o Enhanced capacity for navigating multicultural settings; 

o And increased likelihood of choosing to live in integrated neighborhoods. 

 

Schools with representative student populations can help address the very attitudes and 

prejudices that have historically led to segregated communities and schools.  

 

B) Data Show NYC Schools are Not Diverse and are Segregated 

Despite the research showing the value of school diversity, nearly half of New York City schools 

are segregated, defined as a school where 90 percent or more of the enrolled students are Black 

or Latino. New York City has some of the highest rates of segregated schools in the entire 

country.12  

 

The citywide numbers do not reflect the level of segregation at the borough and school district 

level.  Eighty percent of schools in the Bronx are segregated, including all 42 schools in District 

7.  In Brooklyn, 54% of schools are segregated, but the level of segregation is much higher in 

certain districts.   All 29 schools in District 23, 94% of schools in District 18, and 93% of schools 

in District 32 are segregated.   

 

The map on the next page  shows the location of segregated schools, revealing that the vast 

majority of segregated schools are in community districts that have the highest levels of risk to 

                                                      
8 Kahlenberg, Richard D. “The Future of School Integration.” The Century Foundation (website). Feb. 28, 2012. 

Available at https://tcf.org/content/book/the-future-of-school-integration/. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017.  
9 Card, David and Jesse Rothstein. Racial Segregation and the Black-White Test Score Gap. Working Paper Series, 

National Bureau of Economic Research. March 2006. Available at https://www.nber.org/papers/w12078.pdf. 

Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017.  
10 See “Final Changes to the School Quality Reports for 2014-15.” New York City Department of Education. Oct. 

30, 2015. Available at http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/4F6B6F94-9DE0-4AD6-8F34-

7D900E13E5C0/0/201415FinalChanges10302015.pdf. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. (Making closing the 

achievement gap a specific measured objective for schools.) 
11 Mickelson, Roslyn Arlin. Research Brief - School Integration and K-12 Outcomes: An Updated Quick Synthesis 

of the Social Science Evidence. The National Coalition on School Diversity. Brief No. 5, October 2016. Available at 

http://www.school-diversity.org/pdf/DiversityResearchBriefNo5.pdf.  
12 Kucsera, John and Gary Orfield. New York State’s Extreme School Segregation: inequality, inaction and a 

damaged future. The Civil Rights Project. March 2014. Available at https://escholarship.org/uc/item/5cx4b8pf. 

Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017.  

https://tcf.org/content/book/the-future-of-school-integration/
https://www.nber.org/papers/w12078.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/4F6B6F94-9DE0-4AD6-8F34-7D900E13E5C0/0/201415FinalChanges10302015.pdf
http://schools.nyc.gov/NR/rdonlyres/4F6B6F94-9DE0-4AD6-8F34-7D900E13E5C0/0/201415FinalChanges10302015.pdf
http://www.school-diversity.org/pdf/DiversityResearchBriefNo5.pdf
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/5cx4b8pf
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child well-being, as measured by CCC’s annual Community Risk Ranking.13  The Community 

Risk Ranking ranks community districts from highest risk to lowest risk – and places them in one 

of five risk categories – based on data from 18 indicators, including child poverty, homelessness, 

crime rates, and other factors that influence child well-being.  

  

 
 

Analysis conducted by CCC shows the potential impact of school segregation on academic 

performance.  Across the board, outcomes for students in segregated schools tend to be lower 

than outcomes for students in non-segregated schools.  

 

 Not-segregated Segregated 

ELA Pass Rate (3rd-8th) 48.1% 23.8% 

Math Pass Rate (3rd-8th)  48.1% 19.6% 

4-year grad rate 76.9% 63.5% 

Dropout Rate 8.8% 16.6% 

 

                                                      
13 Community Risk Ranking: child well-being in New York City’s 59 community districts. Citizens’ Committee for 

Children of New York. December 2016. Available at https://www.cccnewyork.org/wp-

content/uploads/2016/12/2016-CCC-Community-Risk-Ranking.pdf. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 

https://www.cccnewyork.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/2016-CCC-Community-Risk-Ranking.pdf
https://www.cccnewyork.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/2016-CCC-Community-Risk-Ranking.pdf
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Student outcomes are also affected by a combination of the neighborhood’s risk level and 

whether it is segregated. In non-segregated schools, students perform better in lower-risk 

neighborhoods, as one might expect. However, in segregated schools, student performance does 

not improve as risk factors are reduced.  

 

 
 

 

C) Recent Efforts to Address Diversity in NYC’s Public Schools 

There have been many earnest attempts to address the discouragingly high rates of segregation in 

New York City schools. CCC strongly supports efforts to improve diversity, and there have been 

several recent notable initiatives.  

 

The City Council passed the “School Diversity Accountability Act” in 2015.14 This act required 

the NYC Department of Education (DOE) to publish school-level diversity numbers.15 The 

Council recognized that tracking and reporting diversity data, so that elected officials, advocates 

                                                      
14 Int. 0511-2014. NYC City Council. Sess. 2014.  Available at 

http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=1946653&GUID=7329D54A-4E94-443D-9411-

BCF5CC0C65D8&Options=ID%7cText%7c&Search=511. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
15 Lander, Brad and Ritchie Torres. “Opinion: What Would it Take to Integrate Our Schools?” New York Times. 

Dec. 15, 2015. Available at https://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/15/opinion/what-would-it-take-to-integrate-our-

schools.html?_r=0. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 

http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=1946653&GUID=7329D54A-4E94-443D-9411-BCF5CC0C65D8&Options=ID%7cText%7c&Search=511
http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=1946653&GUID=7329D54A-4E94-443D-9411-BCF5CC0C65D8&Options=ID%7cText%7c&Search=511
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/15/opinion/what-would-it-take-to-integrate-our-schools.html?_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/15/opinion/what-would-it-take-to-integrate-our-schools.html?_r=0
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and the public can be aware of the facts, was a necessary and vital step for the City to ultimately 

address segregation in schools. 

 

In 2016, the DOE created a “Diversity in Admissions” program for individual schools.16 As part 

of this program, the participating schools set aside a percentage of their seats for students who 

are either English language learners, qualify for free or reduced-price lunch, or meet other 

criteria, such as having an incarcerated parent. Schools choose how many seats they will set 

aside for these students, with participating schools setting aside anywhere from 10% to 67%. 

After an initial pilot period with 7 schools participating, all schools now have the opportunity to 

apply for the program.17 The most recent information available to CCC indicates that 21 schools 

are currently or planning to participate, including 11 elementary school, 3 middle school, 2 K-8, 

and 5 high schools.18  

 

In the summer of 2017, the Administration announced a new, multi-pronged initiative to promote 

diversity. This initiative includes several strategies. It creates a clear policy statement that the 

DOE and all schools are committed to diversity. It eliminates “limited unscreened” admissions 

for high schools where preference was given to students who attended school open houses or 

high school fairs, which were shown to be attended disproportionally by white and Asian 

students. It set a goal to increase by 50,000 students over five years the number of students in 

non-segregated schools, and to decrease by 10% the number of economically stratified schools. 

It also created a school diversity advisory group. It expanded efforts for Black and Latino 

students to be admitted to specialized high schools (e.g. test preparation classes and second 

chances for those who just missed cut-off scores). It expanded the Diversity in Admissions 

initiative to private pre-K providers. And it established a community stakeholder engagement 

process in districts where school integration work was already underway. 

 

The Administration also has controlled choice pilot programs in Districts 1 and 13.19 Controlled 

choice is a method to desegregate schools whereby parents rank elementary or middle schools, 

and an algorithm matches students to schools that considers certain demographic factors in 

addition to parent preferences. Students who qualify for free or reduced price lunch, live in 

temporary housing, or are English language learners will have priority for 67% of seats for pre-K 

and kindergarten in every District 1 school.20 Students without these criteria have priority for the 

remaining 33% of seats. This program grew from a New York State Education Department grant 

awarded in 2015 for a “Socioeconomic Integration Pilot Program.” DOE is urging families to list 

at least 5 school choices on pre-K and kindergarten applications (currently about 40% put down 

                                                      
16 Veiga, Christina. “12 More New York City Schools will Experiment with Admissions Rule sto Boost Diversity.” 

Chalkbeat (website). Oct. 20, 2016. Available at https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2016/10/20/12-more-new-york-

city-schools-will-experiment-with-admissions-rules-to-boost-diversity/. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
17 “Who are the ‘Diversity in Admissions’ Pilot Schools.” Spotlight on NYC Schools, NYU Steinhardt (website). 

Sept. 12, 2017. Available at https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/site/research_alliance/2017/09/12/who-are-the-diversity-in-

admissions-pilot-schools/. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
18 Id.  
19 Veiga, Christina. “With Critical Parents on Board, New York City Will Move Forward With District-wide 

Diversity Plan.” Chalkbeat (website). Available at https://chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2017/10/26/with-critical-parents-

now-on-board-new-york-city-will-move-forward-with-district-wide-diversity-plan/. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017.  
20 “Diversity Plan aims for District 1 Schools to Mirror the District.” The Villager (website). Nov. 2, 2017. 

Available at http://thevillager.com/2017/11/02/diversity-plan-aims-for-district-1-schools-to-mirror-the-district/. 

Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 

https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2016/10/20/12-more-new-york-city-schools-will-experiment-with-admissions-rules-to-boost-diversity/
https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2016/10/20/12-more-new-york-city-schools-will-experiment-with-admissions-rules-to-boost-diversity/
https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/site/research_alliance/2017/09/12/who-are-the-diversity-in-admissions-pilot-schools/
https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/site/research_alliance/2017/09/12/who-are-the-diversity-in-admissions-pilot-schools/
https://chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2017/10/26/with-critical-parents-now-on-board-new-york-city-will-move-forward-with-district-wide-diversity-plan/
https://chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2017/10/26/with-critical-parents-now-on-board-new-york-city-will-move-forward-with-district-wide-diversity-plan/
http://thevillager.com/2017/11/02/diversity-plan-aims-for-district-1-schools-to-mirror-the-district/
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only 1 school) in order to create a more robust matching algorithm that can create a diverse 

student population.21 DOE is also opening a family resource center in District 1 to educate 

families about school choice options to encourage applying for more schools. 

 

An effort is also underway to rezone elementary school zones on the Upper West Side in 

Manhattan in an attempt to increase diversity.22 The effort would reduce overcrowding at one 

school, while increasing racial and economic integration at 3 elementary schools that are 

currently highly segregated by race and economic background. The rezoning would effectively 

put more White, well-off students in the zone for PS 191, which is currently mostly low-income 

and Black and Latino, while putting more low-income and minority students in zones for PS 199 

and 452, which are currently mostly White and affluent. This rezoning would only affect future 

students.  

 

There are also several initiatives underway that are meant to increase diversity at specialized 

high schools. Through various methods, Black, Latino, and low-income students are provided 

assistance with the application process for admission into New York City’s specialized high 

schools.23 These methods include:  

• The use of dedicated outreach teams that target low-income, high-achieving students; 

• Pilot program for certain areas to administer the test for admission to specialized high 

schools on a school day in order to increase the number of test takers; 

• Test preparation is offered through middle school programs serving low-income and 

youth of color; 

• Provide more students with free tutoring by expanding and enhancing the DREAM 

program; 

• Enrolling more low-income students by expanding the DREAM program; 

• And encouraging more students that are accepted to specialized high schools to enroll in 

those high schools (73% of black and Latino students accept an offer of admission 

compared to 86% of Asian students). 

 

D) Recommendations to Improve Diversity in New York City Schools 

There is no question that addressing diversity and segregation in a City as large and complex and 

New York City is large undertaking.  New York City has taken some important steps to begin to 

address diversity and we look forward to seeing progress in the coming years.  CCC respectfully 

offers the following recommendations:  

 

                                                      
21 Hobbs, Allegra and Amy Zimmer. “City Introduces Controversial Plan to Diversity Schools in District 1.” DNA 

Info (website). Sept. 13, 2017. Available at https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20170913/lower-east-side/diversity-

plan-district-1-schools-controlled-choice. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017.  
22 Taylor, Kate. “Rezoning Plan to Remake 3 Upper West Side Schools Will Proceed, City Says.” New York Times. 

Nov. 9, 2016. Available at https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/10/nyregion/rezoning-plan-for-3-upper-west-side-

schools-will-proceed-city-says.html. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
23 “City Announces New Initiatives to Increase Diversity at Specialized High Schools.” New York City Department 

of Education (website). June 9, 2016. Available at 

http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/mediarelations/NewsandSpeeches/2015-2016/City+Announces+New+Initiatives+ 

to+Increase+Diversity+at+Specialized+High+Schools.htm. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 

 

https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20170913/lower-east-side/diversity-plan-district-1-schools-controlled-choice
https://www.dnainfo.com/new-york/20170913/lower-east-side/diversity-plan-district-1-schools-controlled-choice
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/10/nyregion/rezoning-plan-for-3-upper-west-side-schools-will-proceed-city-says.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/10/nyregion/rezoning-plan-for-3-upper-west-side-schools-will-proceed-city-says.html
http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/mediarelations/NewsandSpeeches/2015-2016/City+Announces+New+Initiatives+%20to+Increase+Diversity+at+Specialized+High+Schools.htm
http://schools.nyc.gov/Offices/mediarelations/NewsandSpeeches/2015-2016/City+Announces+New+Initiatives+%20to+Increase+Diversity+at+Specialized+High+Schools.htm
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1) Implement and strengthen the DOE diversity plan. 

The Administration and DOE’s diversity initiative recently announced in the summer of 2017 is 

a positive step towards promoting greater diversity in New York City schools through multiple 

methods, as described above. CCC commends the Administration and DOE for recognizing the 

importance of diversity and undertaking this process to create a thoughtful set of proactive steps. 

CCC recommends that the DOE use this initiative as the springboard for continued action. 

 

CCC recommends that the diversity goal should be increased, as we believe the current goal is 

too low. The DOE’s goal is to have 50,000 more students in the next five years enrolled in non-

segregated schools, and decrease the number of economically stratified schools by 10%.  As 

reported in an analysis by the Center for New York City Affairs, however, these goals will be 

met naturally through current trends without any additional action.24 Setting a goal that is already 

destined to happen, especially in light of how large the challenge of segregation is in New York 

City, is not enough.  

 

2) Expand open enrollment and controlled choice admissions policies.  

The DOE has begun new admissions initiatives to increase diversity, and CCC appreciates these 

pilot programs. CCC recommends that these programs be expanded to additional schools and 

school districts. 

 

Open enrollment, also referred to as “unzoned schools,” allows students to apply to any school 

within their district, in contrast to students being generally steered towards a single school in 

their zone. Open enrollment allows students to apply to schools that meet their needs, regardless 

of where they happen to leave, notably allowing  more low-income and black/Latino students to 

apply for schools that traditionally had high-income or white students.25 Open enrollment has the 

added benefit of addressing the larger challenge of a city that has intensely segregated 

neighborhoods by allowing students to attend schools in other parts of the district, creating more 

diverse schools overall.26 CCC recommends that this model be expanded to additional districts. 

 

The use of controlled choice is another admissions policy that is currently being rolled out in 

District 1. Controlled choice allows schools to set aside a certain number of their seats for 

students who meet select criteria that would increase student diversity, such as eligibility for free 

or reduced lunch, living in temporary housing, or being an English language learner. Controlled 

choice has been noted as a best practice for improving diversity, and has had local buy-in and 

support from District 1 school stakeholders and community.27 CCC recommends this process be 

allowed to expand to additional school districts. 

 

                                                      
24 Mader, Nicole and Ana Carla Sant’Anna Costa. “No Heavy Lifting Required: New York City’s Unambitious 

School ‘Diversity’ Plan.” Available at http://www.centernyc.org/diversity-plan. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
25 Harris, Elizabeth A. and Ford Fessenden. “The Broken Promises of Choice in New York City Schools.” New 

York Times. May 5, 2017. Available at https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/05/nyregion/school-choice-new-york-

city-high-school-admissions.html. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017. 
26 Improving Outcomes for All Students: strategies and considerations to increase student diversity. U.S. 

Department of Education. January 19, 2017. Available at 

https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oese/oss/technicalassistance/finaldiversitybriefjanuary2017.pdf. Accessed on 

Nov. 28, 2017.  
27 Id. Brad Lander and Ritchie Torres.  

http://www.centernyc.org/diversity-plan
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/05/nyregion/school-choice-new-york-city-high-school-admissions.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/05/nyregion/school-choice-new-york-city-high-school-admissions.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oese/oss/technicalassistance/finaldiversitybriefjanuary2017.pdf
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3) Ensure pre-kindergarten and 3K programs do not unintentionally segregate students. 

One of the great successes of the de Blasio Administration’s first term was the creation of full 

school day pre-kindergarten programs for all 4-year olds regardless of income. The 

Administration also began to roll out a similar program for three-year olds, known as 3-K, in two 

school districts. Both programs utilize DOE schools and community-based organizations, with 

60% of pre-K programs being housed in CBOs. 

 

In addition to pre-K programs, the City contracts for subsidized child care programs in a system 

known as EarlyLearn. EarlyLearn provides low-income children with 8-10 hours of care per day 

year-round. A portion of the day is funded with pre-K funding (both before the expansion and 

now) and a portion of the day is funded with federal child care dollars. This makes EarlyLearn an 

important option for parents of preschool age children because it provides the wrap-around care 

hours of summer and evenings, which is critical for working parents. 

 

While pre-K and 3-K are universal programs and thus have no income eligibility, federal child 

care programs require income eligibility. This means only the lower-income children (under 

200% of the federal poverty line) can be enrolled in the EarlyLearn programs, where part of the 

day is pre-K and the rest of the day/summer is child care. 

 

One of the unintended consequences of the pre-K expansion (and now the creation of 3K) is that 

lower income children are in the EarlyLearn classrooms for pre-K. While this is beneficial due to 

the hours of care it provides, it has also led to some income segregation of children because there 

is no income test for the pre-K classrooms but there is an income test for the families in the 

EarlyLearn pre-K classrooms (providing child care and pre-K). This can happen from one center 

to the next. In some instances, one CBO facility can have a contract for EarlyLearn in one 

classroom and pre-K in the classroom next door—effectively segregating children by income. 

 

CCC urges the Administration to address this issue in pre-K and be sure not to replicate this 

issue in the new 3-K program.   

 

4) All diversity initiatives should include and focus on community involvement.  

Community participation, input, and support for any diversity initiative is vital for its success. 

Parents, students, and community members must be heard, informed, and included whenever 

ideas about diversity are being discussed for a school or a school district. This may mean 

conducting outreach to solicit participation and educate community members about possible 

diversity ideas. This is particularly needed if a community does not have an existing engaged 

voice in the diversity discussion. Soliciting community engagement in these contexts can ensure 

initiatives include the necessary local support and address community concerns early.28  

 

Community involvement may also mean listening to and working with communities when they 

are already in support for diversity initiatives. As seen in District 1’s recent example, there had 

been overwhelming support for controlled choice admissions policies, but this opportunity was 

                                                      
28 Veiga, Christina. “Finally, a School Rezoning Plan for the Upper West Side is Approved.” Chalkbeat (website). 

Nov. 22, 2016. Available at https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2016/11/22/finally-a-school-rezoning-plan-for-the-

upper-west-side-is-approved/. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017.  

https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2016/11/22/finally-a-school-rezoning-plan-for-the-upper-west-side-is-approved/
https://www.chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2016/11/22/finally-a-school-rezoning-plan-for-the-upper-west-side-is-approved/
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nonetheless delayed, causing frustration for many community stakeholders that diversity was not 

being addressed quickly enough.   

 

5) Increase diversity at specialized schools.  

New York City’s specialized high schools offer a tremendous opportunity for accepted students. 

Yet, despite being theoretically eligible to all students, their enrollment underrepresents 

Black/Latino students, as these students are often in segregated schools that do not adequately 

support the application process. As noted earlier, DOE’s existing programs to promote 

admissions opportunities for low-income and Black and Latino students to specialized high 

schools have been attempting to meet this critical need, and the DOE’s recent diversity plan 

includes expanding these programs. 

 

CCC recommends that DOE increase its messaging and communications about opportunities for 

specialized high schools to all students in segregated schools. Applying for specialized high 

schools requires a great deal of initiative from the student to go above and beyond, and thus it 

must require robust information, encouragement, and support from the schools and other 

stakeholders.29 Authentic, credible messaging that reaches students is vital for them to have a 

realistic opportunity to apply.  

 

 

 

In conclusion, CCC is grateful to the City Council for its commitment to addressing diversity in 

New York City’s schools and promoting an equitable school environment for all students. We 

look forward to working with you to continue supporting diversity initiatives. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 

                                                      
29 Stein, Elissa. “New York City’s High School Diversity Conundrum: short-term quick fixes will not change 

diversity in specialized high schools.” Mar. 10, 2017. Available at https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-

diversity-conundrum_us_58c1dc90e4b0c3276fb782fd. Accessed on Nov. 28, 2017.  

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-diversity-conundrum_us_58c1dc90e4b0c3276fb782fd
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-diversity-conundrum_us_58c1dc90e4b0c3276fb782fd

